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During central nervous system (CNS) development,
progenitors typically divide asymmetrically, renew-
ing themselves while budding off daughter cells
with more limited proliferative potential. Variation
in daughter cell proliferation has a profound impact
on CNS development and evolution, but the under-
lying mechanisms remain poorly understood. We
find that Drosophila embryonic neural progenitors
(neuroblasts) undergo a programmed daughter pro-
liferation mode switch, from generating daughters
that divide once (type I) to generating neurons
directly (type 0). This typeI>0 switch is triggered
by activation of Dacapo (mammalian p21CIP1/
p27KIP1/p57Kip2) expression in neuroblasts. In the
thoracic region, Dacapo expression is activated by
the temporal cascade (castor) and the Hox gene An-
tennapedia. In addition, castor, Antennapedia, and
the late temporal gene grainyhead act combinatori-
ally to control the precise timing of neuroblast cell-
cycle exit by repressing Cyclin E and E2f. This re-
veals a logical principle underlying progenitor and
daughter cell proliferation control in the Drosophila
CNS.
INTRODUCTION
During central nervous system (CNS) development, neural
progenitors undergo repeated series of asymmetric divisions:
maintaining progenitor identity in one cell, while budding off
a daughter cell with a more limited potential (Go¨tz and Hutt-
ner, 2005; Sousa-Nunes and Somers, 2013). The proliferative
potential of the daughter cell—dividing multiple times, dividing
once, or not dividing at all, before differentiating into neurons
or glia—has a profound impact on CNS development for
several reasons. First, the regulation of daughter proliferation
is critical for overall cell numbers, evident from the effects192 Developmental Cell 30, 192–208, July 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inof genetic perturbations that affect daughter proliferation,
which can result in either an underdeveloped CNS or, alterna-
tively, in overgrowth and tumor formation (Go´mez-Lo´pez
et al., 2014). Second, neural progenitors in most systems un-
dergo temporal competence changes with respect to the cell
types they generate (Jacob et al., 2008; Okano and Temple,
2009; Pearson and Doe, 2004). Thereby, simultaneous alter-
ations in temporal competence and daughter proliferation
can intersect to control both cell fate and number, thus
ensuring that the proper number of each neural cell subtype
is generated (Ulvklo et al., 2012). Finally, mounting evidence
indicates that increasingly elaborate variation in the modes
of daughter cell proliferation is one of the main driving forces
during brain evolution and may underlie the appearance of the
gyrated higher mammalian cortex (Fish et al., 2008; Kriegstein
et al., 2006; Nonaka-Kinoshita et al., 2013). In addition to
elaborate control of daughter proliferation, the proliferation
of each neural progenitor itself must also be tightly controlled.
In spite of the fundamental importance of daughter and pro-
genitor cell proliferation control, the developmental logic and
genetic mechanisms underlying these decisions remain poorly
understood.
The embryonic Drosophila CNS is a powerful model system
for addressing these issues. The embryonic CNS can be subdi-
vided into the brain and ventral nerve cord (VNC); here, we
focus on the VNC. In each VNC hemisegment, there is a stereo-
typed set of 30 neural progenitor cells, neuroblasts (NBs),
generated during early embryogenesis (Figure 1A) (Doe, 2008;
Homem and Knoblich, 2012; Knoblich, 2008; Skeath and
Thor, 2003; Technau et al., 2006). In addition, a specialized
set of midline progenitors forms, which generates midline neu-
rons and glia (Wheeler et al., 2009); here, we focus on the lateral
NBs. NBs generate lineages by dividing asymmetrically, renew-
ing themselves while budding off daughter cells denoted gan-
glion mother cells (GMCs) that, in turn, divide once to generate
two neurons and/or glia. This type of lineage mode is denoted
type I, because daughter cells divide once (Boone and Doe,
2008) (Figure 1B). The central control mechanism for regulating
the type I mode revolves around the asymmetric distribution of
the homeodomain protein Prospero (Pros) to the GMC (Hirata
et al., 1995; Knoblich et al., 1995; Spana and Doe, 1995), wherec.
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cell-cycle reentry of GMC daughters (Choksi et al., 2006; Li and
Vaessin, 2000). Recently, studies have identified an alternate
mode of lineage progression, where the daughter cells do not
divide and instead directly differentiate into neurons (Baum-
gardt et al., 2009; Karcavich and Doe, 2005); hereinafter, we
refer to this mode as type 0. In the two cases examined, type
I proliferation occurred early in the lineage, and type 0 prolifera-
tion later, i.e., lineages undergo a typeI>0 switch (Figure 1B).
However, the extent of type I and type 0 proliferation, of typeI>0
switches, and the mechanisms controlling these events were
until now unclear.
Here, we address these issues by using a combination of
specific NB lineages—NB3-3A, NB5-6T, and NB7-3A—and
global VNC analysis. We find that all three lineages display pro-
grammed typeI>0 proliferation switches, occurring at a stereo-
typed stage in each lineage (Figure 1M). Global analysis of
division pattern in the developing VNC reveals that programmed
typeI>0 switches is a widespread phenomenon. Genetic anal-
ysis of key cell-cycle genes involved in the typeI>0 switch
revealed a critical role for dacapo (dap; mammalian p21Cip1/
p27Kip1/p57Kip2) in controlling the global typeI>0 daughter
proliferation switch. The typeI>0 switch is triggered by the onset
of Dap expression in the latter part of many lineages, and, strik-
ingly, Dap misexpression is sufficient to globally trigger a pre-
mature typeI>0 switch. In addition, we find that Dap acts
against a backdrop of balanced levels of CycE and E2f expres-
sion to control precise NB cell-cycle exit at the end of lineage
development.
To address the regulatory mechanisms of the typeI>0 switch,
we focused on the thoracic region of the VNC. Here, previous
studies of cell specification have demonstrated that the tem-
poral gene cascade—the global sequential expression of the
Hb>Kr>Pdm1/2>Cas>Grh regulatory factors—plays a key role
in ensuring the precise generation of different cell types at
distinct time points (Jacob et al., 2008; Kohwi and Doe, 2013;
Pearson and Doe, 2004). Studies have also identified cell spec-
ification roles for the Hox gene Antennapedia (Antp), which
shows a late temporal expression profile in most, if not all,
thoracic lineages (Karlsson et al., 2010). In addition to their roles
in cell fate specification, previous studies have pointed to links
between temporal and Hox genes and NB cell-cycle exit (Maur-
ange et al., 2008; Tsuji et al., 2008), as well as CycE regulation
(Berger et al., 2005). However, the connection between temporal
and Hox genes to the typeI>0 switch or to the regulation of other
key cell-cycle genes was unknown. We find that the late tempo-
ral genes cas and grh, as well as Antp, control the programmed
typeI>0 daughter proliferation switch. Strikingly, we find that
they exert these roles by activating Dap in thoracic NBs. In addi-
tion to their role in controlling the typeI>0 switch, all three regu-
lators also control precise NB cell-cycle exit by progressively
regulating Dap, CycE, and E2f expression during lineage
progression.
These findings demonstrate that a global programmed
daughter proliferation switch and precise progenitor cell-cycle
exit are both placed under the control of a temporal gene
cascade. In extension, this may provide a logical framework for
studies of alternate daughter proliferation patterns and lineage
development in other systems.DeveRESULTS
AProgrammed TypeI>0 Daughter Proliferation Switch in
Three Specific NB Lineages
To address daughter cell proliferation and NB cell-cycle exit
in the developing VNC, we first utilized three model lineages:
NB5-6 in the thoracic segments (NB5-6T) and NB3-3 and
NB7-3 in the abdominal segments (NB3-3A and NB7-3A,
respectively). These three lineages can be identified by restricted
reporter transgene expression: lbe(K)-GFP/lacZ for NB5-6
(Baumgardt et al., 2009; De Graeve et al., 2004; Karlsson et al.,
2010), and eg-Gal4 for NB3-3 and NB7-3 (Dittrich et al., 1997)
(Figures 1C–1F). Additionally, a multitude of specific markers
are available for these lineages, allowing for detailed lineage
analysis (for details, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures
available online). To resolve lineage progression, we furthermore
used antibodies to Deadpan (Dpn), Prospero (Pros), and phos-
pho-Ser-10-Histone3 (pH3). This allowed us to discriminate be-
tween dividing NBs (pH3+, Dpn+, and cortical/asymmetric Pros)
and dividing daughter cells (pH3+, Dpn-negative, nuclear Pros)
within the context of each developing lineage (Figures 1G–1L).
These studies revealed that all three lineages undergo a stereo-
typed number of NB divisions and a programmed typeI>0
daughter proliferation mode switch at a distinct stage in each
lineage (Figures 1M and 3A–3B; Figures S1 and S3A–S3E).
A Global Programmed TypeI>0 Daughter Proliferation
Switch in the VNC
To address if the typeI>0 proliferation switch is common tomany
NB lineages, we next assessed proliferation pattern globally
in the developing VNC (see Experimental Procedures and Sup-
plemental Experimental Procedures). Similarly to the single
lineage analysis, we stained for Dpn, Pros, and pH3, allowing
us to discriminate between dividing NBs and dividing daughters
(Figure 1N).
Proliferation analysis has revealed that NBs divide at 40 min
intervals, while daughter cell divisions (GMCs) are slower,
occurring 100 min after birth (Hartenstein et al., 1987). These
NB-GMC proliferative behaviors are reflected in our global anal-
ysis. Specifically, at the earliest stage analyzed (midstage [StM]
10; 4 hr, 50 min after egg laying [AEL]), when a number of NBs
have already delaminated, we identify an average of eight NB
divisions per segment, in both thoracic and abdominal seg-
ments (Figures 1O and 1R). As anticipated from the slower
cycling of daughters, at this stage, daughter cell (GMC) divi-
sions have not commenced, and we observe zero daughter di-
visions (Figures 1O and 1R). At the next stage analyzed
(100 min later; StM11; 6 hr, 30 min AEL), daughter divisions
were around eight per segment, which matched the number
of NB divisions 100 min earlier. Thus, at StM10 most, if not
all, NBs divide according to the type I proliferation mode (Fig-
ures 1O and 1R).
However, when comparing a later 100 min interval—early
stage (StE)14 (10 hr, 20 min AEL) versus StM15 (12 hr AEL)—
we observed a significant drop in daughter divisions (Figures
1O and 1R). Moreover, subsequent quantification of NB and
daughter cell divisions at 1 hr intervals between late stage (StL)
12 and StE17 revealed that, already at StL12, a fifth of NB divi-
sions occur without a matching daughter cell division (Figureslopmental Cell 30, 192–208, July 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 193
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Figure 1. Programmed TypeI>0 Daughter Proliferation Switch in the Drosophila Embryonic VNC
(A) Schematic of a St11 Drosophila embryo.
(B) Two proliferation modes were identified for embryonic Drosophila NBs. In typeI>0 lineages, the NB switches division mode.
(C) The NB5-6 lineage is identified by lbe(K)-lacZ/GFP, while egGal4 labels NB3-3 and NB7-3.
(D) Schematic of a St16 VNC showing only a subset of lineages.
(E and F) The type 0 daughter cells of NB5-6T andNB3-3A are identifiable by expression of specificmarkers. (E) Ap neurons of NB5-6T express Eya, with two cells
uniquely identifiable by neuropeptides Nplp1 (Ap1) and FMRFa (Ap4). (F) The EL neurons of NB3-3A express Eve.
(legend continued on next page)
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NB divisions at St16, and the switch was prevalent in both
abdominal and thoracic segments (Figures 1Q and 1T).
These results reveal that while most, if not all, embryonic VNC
NBs commence lineage progression in the type I mode, many
NBs subsequently undergo a programmed typeI>0 daughter
proliferation mode switch.
Analysis of Cell-Cycle Genes Reveals Critical Roles for
Cyclin E, E2f, and dacapo
To identify cell-cycle genes involved in the programmed typeI>0
switches and/or precise NB cell-cycle exit, we tested the func-
tion of 21 prominent Drosophila cell-cycle regulators (Figure 2A;
Table S1) (Buttitta and Edgar, 2007; Fichelson et al., 2005; Leh-
ner et al., 2001). We utilized the NB5-6T lineage for the initial
mutant analysis due to the multitude of markers available and
the nature of this lineage. Specifically, the four lastborn cells,
the Ap neurons, are generated in the type 0 window, i.e., are
born directly from the NB (Figures 1M, 2B, and S1) (Baumgardt
et al., 2009). Thus, alteration in Ap neuron numbers can report
on both typeI>0 switch and NB exit problems. We found that
mutation in the G1 regulators E2f and CycE displayed significant
reduction of Ap cell numbers (Figures 2C–2E and 2I; Table S1).
The G2 regulators Cyclin A (CycA), Cdk1 (Flybase, cdc2), Cyclin
B, and Cyclin B3 also displayed a loss of Ap neurons (Figures 2F
and 2I; Table S1). We could not analyze Ap neurons in string
(stg; mammalian cdc25) or Cyclin G mutants, as they failed to
develop into 18 hr AEL. Extending the analysis to the entire
thoracic VNC also revealed strong global reduction of prolifera-
tion in these mutants, apparent from the reduction of pH3-pos-
itive cells in CycE, E2f, CycA, and stg mutants (Figures 2J–2N
and 2P).
With respect to cell-cycle inhibitors, we found increased num-
ber of Ap cells in dap mutants (Figures 2G–2I). To fully discern
excess proliferation in NB5-6T in dap mutants, we genetically
removed cell death. First, analyzing cell death mutants alone
(deficiency ED225), we found that no additional Ap neurons
were generated (Table S1), in line with previous findings that
there is no apoptosis occurring in the late daughters of NB5-6T
(Baumgardt et al., 2009). However, combining dap and ED225
we observed an increase in the number of Ap neurons beyond
that found in dap alone (Figures 2H–2I). Thus, some of the extra
cells generated in dap mutants undergo apoptosis after their
birth.
These results demonstrate that a subset of G1 and G2 regula-
tors are potential targets for the regulation of proliferation deci-
sions in the embryonic VNC. However, because cell-cycle exit
in most VNC lineages likely occurs in the G1 phase of the cell cy-
cle, we decided to focus our studies hereinafter on the three key
G1 cell-cycle genes: E2f, CycE and dap.(G–L) Mitoses in the NB5-6T, NB3-3A, and NB7-3A lineages, at St14 (G–J) and S
(Dpn, pH3).
(M) Lineage trees of NB5-6T, NB3-3A, and NB7-3A.
(N) Expression of Dpn and Pros in NBs and daughter cells during mitosis.
(O–T) In (O) and (R), quantification is shown of NB and daughter cell mitoses in thor
50 min], 6 CNS [6 hr, 30 min], 7 CNS for later time points). (P) and (S) show NB an
curves moved 100 min back, for estimation of proportion of type I divisions. (Q) a
(see Experimental Procedures).
Devedap Controls Both the TypeI>0 Switch and Precise NB
Cell-Cycle Exit
Additional Ap neurons observed in dap mutants may reflect a
failure in the typeI>0 switch and/or extended NB proliferation.
To address this issue, we utilized the extensive marker arsenal
for the NB5-6T lineage and analyzed mitotic pattern over time.
Strikingly, in dap mutants, we found problems with both prolif-
eration decisions: daughter cells underwent aberrant mitoses
and the NB divided one extra time (Figure S2). Thus, the addi-
tional Ap cells observed in dap mutants results both from a fail-
ure in the typeI>0 switch and from extended NB proliferation. In
line with this, we observed duplication of each of the different
Ap neuron subtypes: Ap1/Nplp1, Ap2, Ap3, and Ap4/FMRFa
cells, together with an additional pair of Ap4/FMRFa cells (Fig-
ure 2H). After undergoing one aberrant division in dap mutants,
the NB5-6T still underwent its normal apoptosis at St16 (Fig-
ure S2). This is in line with previous findings demonstrating
that NB cell-cycle exit and apoptosis are not genetically linked
in NB5-6T (Baumgardt et al., 2009; Karlsson et al., 2010; Ulvklo
et al., 2012).
To address the role of dap in other lineages, we again utilized
the NB3-3A and NB7-3A model lineages. In control NB3-3A lin-
eages after St12, we only observed cell division in the NB, with
attenuation of NB divisions during St17. In contrast, in dap mu-
tants we frequently detected daughter cell divisions throughout
lineage development (Figures 3C and 3D). We did not observe
extended NB proliferation, and the NB underwent apoptosis as
per normal during StL17 (Figures 3E and 3F). In the NB7-3A
lineage, we also found evidence for a failure of the typeI>0
switch in dap mutants, as evidenced by daughter cell divisions
of all three daughter cells (Figures S3A–S3H). There was no ev-
idence of extended NB proliferation, and, as in control, the NB
was removed by cell death immediately following the birth of
the third daughter cell (Figures S3I and S3J). Neither in NB5-
6T nor in NB7-3A did we observe any evidence for aberrant di-
visions in earlier born daughter cells (GMC daughters), indi-
cating that dap does not control type I proliferation (Figures
S2 and S3).
To address the role of dap globally, we analyzed NB versus
daughter cell division ratios over time in the entire thoracic
VNC. In control, over time, an increasing proportion of NB divi-
sions were not matched by daughter cell divisions (Figures
1O–1T). In contrast, in dapmutants, most, if not all, NB divisions
were followed by a corresponding daughter cell division (Figures
2T–2V). This occurred without the number of NB divisions being
significantly altered (Figure 2T).
The single-lineage analysis of NB5-6T, NB3-3A, and NB7-3A,
combined with the global VNC analysis, demonstrates that dap
plays a critical role in the typeI>0 switch (Figure 2W). We also
find evidence for an involvement in precise NB cell-cycle exit,t12 (K and L), showing dividing NBs (Dpn+, pH3+) and nondividing daughters
acic (T2–T3) and abdominal (A1–A2) segments (Student’s t test; n = 5 CNS [4 hr,
d daughter cell mitoses at 1 hr intervals. Blue lines depict daughter cell division
nd (T) show estimation of percentage of NBs with matching daughter divisions
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Figure 2. E2f, CycE, and dap Play Critical Proliferation Roles in the Embryonic VNC
(A) Model of cell-cycle regulation in Drosophila.
(B) Side view schematic of the Drosophila VNC highlighting the Ap neurons.
(C–H) Ap neurons in control, E2f,CycE,CycA, dap, as well as dap in which apoptosis has been prevented via the ED225 deletion. Line arrows point to Ap1/Nplp1,
filled arrows point to Ap4/FMRFa, and arrowheads point to Ap2/Ap3. Cells in insets were obscured by above-lying cells and have been moved sideways in the
projection. (E) InCycE, Ap neurons are absent. In E2f (D) and CycA (F), there is reduction in cell numbers and a frequent loss of the lastborn FMRFa fate. In dap (G),
there is an increase in Ap cells, and this is further increased in dap; ED225 (H).
(I) Quantification (Student’s t test; see Table S1).
(J–O) Mitoses in T1–T3 in St14 control and E2f,CycE, CycA, stg, and dapmutants. In CycE (L) and stg (N), there is strong reduction in the number of mitotic cells.
The phenotypes of E2f (K) and CycA (M) are less severe. In dap (O), there is increase in the number of mitotic cells.
(P) Quantification of mitoses at St12–St14 (Student’s t test, nR 8 CNS).
(Q–S) Lineage trees summarizing data from Figures S2 through S4 on the effect on lineage branching of NB5-6T, NB3-3A, and NB7-3 in dap (red cells highlight
differences when compared to control). CCE, cell-cycle exit.
(T) Quantification of NB and daughter cell mitoses in thoracic segments at 1 hr intervals (nR 6 CNS per time point; two-way ANOVA).
(U) NB and daughter cell mitoses from (T) with daughter cell curve (blue) moved 100 min back, for estimation of proportion of type I divisions.
(V) Estimation of percentage of NBs with matching daughter divisions (see Experimental Procedures).
(W) Schematic summarizing the effect on global VNC proliferation in dap mutants.
See also Figures S2–S4 and Table S1.
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Figure 3. A Programmed TypeI>0 Switch in NB3-3A, which Depends on dap
(A–D) Mitotic activity of NB3-3A (B and D) and its daughter cells (A and C) in segments A2–A4 from St11 to St17 + 4 hr in control (A and B) and dap mutants
(C and D). Percentages show portion of lineages with pH3 detected in NB or daughter cells (nR 31 lineages). As shown in (A) and (B), in control, daughter cell
divisions are observed at St11–St12 (A1 and A2), but not at later stages (A3–A11). In contrast, NB divisions are observed between St11 and St17 + 2 hr (B1–B9).
From St17 + 3 hr onward, no further NB divisions are observed (B10 and B11). These data are consistent with NB3-3A generating a single type I daughter, after
which it switches to generating a series of 11 type 0 daughters. In (C) and (D) In dap, daughter cell divisions are observed throughout lineage progression
(C1–C11); however, there is no significant extension of the NB divisions (D1–D11).
(E and F) In dap, NB apoptosis occurs as per schedule at St17 + 3 hr, as evident by staining for cleaved caspase 3 (cl-Casp3).
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round of proliferation. We find no evidence indicating that dap
plays any role during type I proliferation.
E2f and CycE Are Dynamically Expressed in NBs and
Daughters
We next addressed the expression of E2f, CycE, and Dap dur-
ing VNC development. As anticipated from their key roles in pro-
moting the G1 > S transition during the cell cycle, we find that
both E2f and CycE were expressed by all mitotically active
NBs, including NB5-6T, at all stages analyzed (Figures 4A–4H;
data not shown). Analyzing the dynamics of E2f and CycE
expression over time in NB5-6T, as well as globally in all
thoracic NBs, we found that E2f expression decreased progres-
sively throughout neurogenesis, pronounced between StL11
and St14 (Figures 4C and 4G). In contrast, CycE expression
increased in NB5-6T between StL11 and StL12 (straddling theDevetypeI>0 switch) and was then not significantly altered during
the latter stage of lineage progression, between St12 and
St14 (Figures 4F and 4H). The same dynamic was observed at
the global level (Figure 4H).
To investigate the dynamics of E2f and CycE expression in
daughter cells, we analyzed their expression in the NB5-6T
lineage at different stages. We found that E2f and CycE were
inherited symmetrically during mitosis and that NB5-6T and its
newborn daughter initially expressed similar levels of these pro-
teins (data not shown). However, in the type I part of the lineage
(StL11), E2f and CycE expression was rapidly decreased in the
daughter and was typically completely lost from the GMC before
the birth of the next daughter cell some 40 min later (Figures 4B1
and 4E1). In the type 0 part, on the other hand, the stability of
E2f and CycE in daughters was progressively increased, and
expression was typically retained for several hours after division
(Figures 4B2, 4B3, 4E2, and 4E3).lopmental Cell 30, 192–208, July 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 197
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Figure 4. Expression of E2f, CycE, and Dap Is Dynamic during VNC Development
(A–F) In (A) and (D), E2f and CycE are expressed by all mitotic NBs. In (B), (C), (E), and (F), E2f and CycE expression levels in mitotic NB5-6Ts and lastborn
daughters at StL11–St14.
(G andH) Quantification of E2f andCycE expression levels inmitotic thoracic NBs (nR 7CNS) andmitotic NB5-6Ts (nR 7NBs). Mean intensity of thoracic NBs at
St14 normalized to 100 as reference (dagger).
(I1–L3) Expression of Dap in NB5-6T lineage. Before StL12, Dap expression is not detected in the NB (I3); however, GMCs express low levels of Dap shortly before
and after dividing, as seen in the first- and second-born daughters in the Cas window (denoted as C1 and C2 in panels I2, J1, J2, and K2). Shortly before the birth
of the first nondividing daughter cell (denoted C4), and then onward, Dap expression is detected in the NB (in J3, K3, and L3). Dap expression is maintained by the
nondividing daughters for several hours after their birth (in L1 and L2).
(legend continued on next page)
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Next, we analyzed Dap expression in detail. In NB5-6T, NB3-3A,
and NB7-3A, at early stages of lineage development, Dap was
absent from the NB but weakly expressed in GMCs and their
daughters around the time point of mitosis (Figures 4I2, 4J1,
4J2, and S4). However, concomitant with the typeI>0 switch,
Dap became strongly expressed in all three NBs, as well as in
all subsequently born nondividing daughters (Figures 4J–4M;
Figure S4). Globally, Dap expression is absent from the early
VNC (data not shown) (de Nooij et al., 1996; Lane et al., 1996).
However, from St11 and onward, the number of Dap-expressing
NBs rapidly increases over time (Figures 4N–4O). Notably, the
ratio of Dap+ NBs is similar to the estimated ratio of type 0 divi-
sions at the quantified stages (compare Figure 4O with Figures
1O–1T). Focusing on dividing NBs, once Dap is turned on, there
is no significant change in its expression during lineage progres-
sion (Figure 4P).
Both Dap and E2f are known to be actively degraded during
the G1/S phase (Dui et al., 2013; Lu and Hunter, 2010; Wong
et al., 2011). In line with these findings, we noted a cyclic appear-
ance of their expression in NBs during the cell cycle (Figure S4).
In summary, the expression analysis of E2f, CycE, and Dap re-
veals several important findings. First, E2f expression is gradu-
ally downregulated in NBs. Second, the onset of Dap expression
is in full agreement with its critical role in the typeI>0 switch.
Third, the expression of E2f, CycE, and Dap in type I versus
type 0 daughter cells is fundamentally different: type I daughters
rapidly downregulate E2f and CycE and express no or low levels
of Dap; type 0 daughters maintain E2f and CycE and express
Dap robustly.
Over/misexpression of E2f, CycE, and dap Affects
Proliferation
The strong proliferation effects observed in CycE and E2f mu-
tants, combined with the reduced levels of E2f during the latter
stages of lineage development, prompted us to overexpress
E2f and CycE globally in the VNC, using the early driver pros-
Gal4 (Isshiki et al., 2001). Although we had not observed any
strong phenotypes inDp andCdk2mutants (Table S1), we coex-
pressed E2f with Dp, and CycE with Cdk2 (Flybase: cdc2c), to
avoid possible limitation of the levels of these factors in the mis-
expression scenario (Neufeld et al., 1998). We first analyzed the
effects on the NB5-6T lineage. In both of the double misexpres-
sion cases (E2f-Dp and CycE-Cdk2), we observed additional Ap
neurons in late embryos (Figures 5A–5C and 5F). Moreover, coo-
verexpression of all four cell-cycle genes resulted in cooperative
effects (Figures 5D and 5F). Analysis of NB and daughter cell
divisions in the NB5-6T revealed that, while misexpression of
E2f-Dp only led to overproliferation of the NB (47% of lineages
displayed aberrant NB division at St15; n = 64 lineages), misex-
pression of CycE-Cdk2, or all four factors together, led to both
aberrant NB and daughter cell divisions (Figures 5G–5N; data
not shown).(M) Model summarizing Dap expression in NB5-6T, NB3-3A, and NB7-3A.
(N1–N3) Between StL11 and St14, the proportion of Dap+ NBs increases progre
(O) Quantification of percentage of mitotic thoracic NBs that express Dap (nR 1
(P) Quantification (Student’s t test) of Dap expression levels in Dap+ NBs (n = 7 C
normalized to 100 as a reference (dagger). ND, not determined.
DeveGlobal mitotic analysis revealed a tendency for increased NB
cell divisions in E2f-Dpmisexpression and a significant increase
in daughter divisions in CycE-Cdk2 misexpression (Figures 5T–
5V and 5Z). Quadruple misexpression triggered a significant
increase in both NB and daughter cell divisions (Figures 5W
and 5Z). Thus, while misexpression of either E2f-Dp or CycE-
Cdk2 can extend NB proliferation, onlyCycE-Cdk2, or quadruple
misexpression, can override the typeI>0 switch.
To address if dap is sufficient to prematurely trigger the
typeI>0 switch, we misexpressed dap in most, if not all, NBs
using the pros-Gal4 driver. First, analyzing earlier born daughter
cells in the NB5-6T lineage revealed a striking suppression of
daughter mitoses (Figures 5O–5P, 5R, and 5S). As anticipated,
this was also reflected by a reduction of cells generated in the
early NB5-6T lineage (Figure 5E and 5Q). Similarly, global mitotic
analysis also revealed a significant reduction of daughter cell
proliferation (Figures 5X–5Z). Thus, dap is sufficient to prema-
turely trigger the typeI>0 switch. Neither in NB5-6T nor globally
did we find evidence that dap misexpression can prematurely
stop NB proliferation (Figures 5R and 5Z).
Our analysis demonstrates that proper lineage development,
with programmed typeI>0 daughter proliferation switches and
precise NB cell-cycle exit, critically depends on tight regulation
of E2f, CycE, and dap. Strikingly, onset of Dap expression is
the key trigger for the typeI>0 proliferation switch.
Hox and Temporal Genes Control the TypeI>0 Daughter
Proliferation Switch and NB Exit
prospero (pros) plays a central role in the control of GMC
daughter cell proliferation, i.e., the type I mode (Choksi et al.,
2006; Li and Vaessin, 2000). However, recent studies of NB5-
6T revealed that pros does not control the typeI>0 switch or
the NB cell-cycle exit (Ulvklo et al., 2012). We extended the anal-
ysis of pros to NB3-3A and NB7-3A but found no evidence for
involvement of pros in the typeI>0 switch in NB3-3A or in NB
cell-cycle exit in NB7-3A (Figure S5). While these findings do
not rule out the involvement of pros in these decisions in some
lineages, it indicates that other regulators must be involved in
the typeI>0 switch and NB exit. Prompted by our previous
studies (Baumgardt et al., 2009; Karlsson et al., 2010), we focus
here on the thoracic segments, using both the high-resolution
lineage NB5-6T and global analysis as readouts.
Previous studies of NB5-6T have revealed a number of genes
that act to control the specification of Ap neurons. These include
the late temporal genes castor (cas) and grainyhead (grh)—com-
ponents of the global Hb>Kr>Pdm1/2>Cas>Grh temporal gene
cascade (Figure 6A) (Pearson and Doe, 2004). Cas is specifically
expressed during the latter part of NB5-6T development,
commencing at St12, and then triggers expression of Grh, at
St13 (Baumgardt et al., 2009). In addition, the Hox gene Anten-
napedia (Antp) plays a key role in cell specification in the late
NB5-6T lineage (Karlsson et al., 2010). Similar to Cas and Grh,
Antp also shows a late temporal expression profile duringssively (mitotic NBs outlined; filled arrows point to Dap+ NBs).
1 CNS).
NS) and NB5-6T (nR 8 NBs), with the mean intensity of thoracic NBs at St14
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Figure 5. Misexpression of Cell-Cycle Genes Result in Predictable Changes in Proliferation
(A–E) Ap neurons in control andmisexpression embryos. Line arrows point to Ap1/Nplp1, filled arrows point to Ap4/FMRFa, and arrowheads point to Ap2/Ap3. In
(B) through (D), E2f-Dp,CycE-cdk2, and E2f-Dp-CycE-cdk2misexpression embryos display supernumerary Ap neurons. (E) In pros > dap, there is no reduction in
Ap neuron numbers.
(F) Quantification (Student’s t test; nR 19 hemisegments).
(G–P) In (G), (H), (K), (L), (O), and (P), mitoses in NB5-6T (bottom) and its daughter cells (top) from St12 to St17 are shown. As shown in (G1) through (H6), in control,
no mitotic activity is detected in NB5-6T from St16 and onward or in daughter cells from St15 and onward. As shown in (K1) through (L4), in pros > E2f-Dp-CycE-
Cdk2, mitotic NB5-6Ts can be observed also at St16, and daughter cell divisions can be observed up until St17. As shown in (O1) through (P4), in pros > dap,
daughter cell divisions are suppressed, whereas NB divisions are unaffected. However, NB proliferation is unaffected. (Q) In pros > dap embryos, the number of
cells generated in the NB5-6T lineage is reduced (Student’s t test, n = 6 CNS). (I), (M), and (R) show the percentage of NB5-6T lineages with pH3 in the NB or in at
least one daughter cell (nR 8 VNC; Student’s t test comparing number ofmitotic NBs and daughters per VNCbetween control andmisexpression). (J), (N), and (S)
show lineage trees inferred from the results presented in (G) through (O).
(T–Y) Mitoses in T1–T3 at St15 or St13 in control and misexpressing embryos.
(Z) Quantification (Student’s t test; nR 6 CNS).
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til St13 (Karlsson et al., 2010) (Figure 6A). However, in addition to
controlling cell fate, these regulators also control cell number in200 Developmental Cell 30, 192–208, July 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inthis lineage; mutations in cas, grh, and Antp all result in supernu-
merary NB5-6T cells (Baumgardt et al., 2009; Karlsson et al.,
2010). To address the origin of the additional NB5-6T cellsc.
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the end of the lineage. In control, the last daughter cell division is
observed at StL13/E14, as the third GMC generated in the Cas
window divides (Figures 6B, 6D, 6E, and S1). The last NB division
occurs at StL14/E15, after which the NB exits the cell cycle and
dies by apoptosis at StM16 (Baumgardt et al., 2009; Figures
6C–6E). In Antp mutants, both NB and daughter cell divisions
were observed also at St15 and St16 (Figures 6F–6I). cas mu-
tants displayed a stronger phenotype, with NB and daughter
cell divisions detected throughout embryonic development (Fig-
ures 6J–6M). grhmutants showed a more restricted proliferation
phenotype, with only one extra round of division of the NB
and no aberrant daughter cell proliferation (Figures 6N–6Q).
Additionally, NB5-6T apoptosis was affected in cas, Antp, and
grh mutants, with the NB being present in 81%, 53%, and
15% of the lineages, respectively, at 24 hr AEL (Figures 6C6,
6G6, and 6O6). We also addressed the possible interplay be-
tween cas, grh, Antp and other genes involved in daughter pro-
liferation control i.e., the Notch pathway or the asymmetric ma-
chinery (Sousa-Nunes and Somers, 2013; Ulvklo et al., 2012).
However, we found no regulatory interactions with Notch
signaling in the NB-5-6T, nor with regulators in the asymmetric
NB-daughter machinery (Figure S6).
These findings reveal that additional NB5-6T cells are gener-
ated by different mechanisms in the three mutants. In Antp and
cas, both the typeI>0 switch and NB cell-cycle exit fails, leading
to the generation of additional cells along two ‘‘axes’’ (Figures 6E,
6I, and 6M). In grh, only NB cell-cycle exit is affected (Figure 6Q).
In all three mutants, NB apoptosis is additionally perturbed.
Global Proliferation Defects in Hox and Temporal Gene
Mutants
Next, we analyzed the thoracic proliferation pattern in cas, Antp,
and grh. As anticipated, we found significant increase in both the
number of NB and daughter cell divisions at late developmental
stages, with the phenotype beingmost pronounced in cas, which
showed high proliferation even at late embryonic stages (Figures
6R–6Z). Strikingly, in all three mutants, there was clear attenua-
tion of the typical decline of daughter versus NB divisions (Fig-
ures 6R–6Z). Again, the effect was strongest in cas, where the
estimated proportion of type I divisions was close to 100%, indi-
cating that the typeI>0 switch was completely abolished (Fig-
ure 6W). Somewhat surprisingly, while grh does not affect the
typeI>0 switch in NB5-6T, we did observe a minor global effect
on the switch in grh mutants (Figure 6Z). Thus, while grh is not
important for the switch in NB5-6T, it might play this role in
some subset of NBs.
Temporal and Hox Genes Regulate CycE, E2f, and Dap
Expression
Next, we addressed if Antp, cas, and grh may control prolifer-
ation via regulation of CycE, E2f, and Dap. Focusing first on
E2f, we found significant upregulation of E2f in all three mu-
tants. This upregulation was apparent in both the NB5-6T
and globally in all thoracic VNC NBs (Figures 7A, 7B, and
7H). CycE expression was significantly upregulated in NB5-6T
in both cas and grh, but only cas mutants showed an average
increase in CycE levels globally (Figures 7C, 7D, and 7I). In
contrast, Antp showed a significant reduction of CycE levels,Deveboth in NB5-6T and globally in NBs (Figures 7C, 7D, and 7I).
Dap expression was significantly reduced in both cas and
Antp mutants, both in the NB5-6T and globally in NBs (Figures
7F, 7G, and 7J). This reduction was also apparent in the most
recently born daughter cell (Figures 7E and 7J). Strikingly, in
cas mutants, Dap expression was frequently completely
absent.
In summary, themost apparent effects of the regulators on the
cell-cycle factors is an upregulation of E2f in all threemutants, an
upregulation of CycE in cas and grhmutants, and a reduction of
Dap in cas and Antp (Figure 7K). These results provide a logical
mechanistic link between the three key G1 cell-cycle genes
and the three regulatory genes involved in thoracic proliferation
control.
Temporal-Hox Co-Misexpression Triggers Premature
TypeI>0 Switch and NB Cell-Cycle Exit
The mutant analysis revealed that cas and Antp are necessary
for the typeI>0 switch. To address if cas and Antp are also
sufficient to trigger a premature typeI>0 switch in the VNC,
we misexpressed them in combination, using the pros-Gal4
driver. First, we addressed the effect on the NB5-6T lineage.
We observed a striking suppression of daughter cell divisions,
with a near-complete loss of pH3-positive daughter cells from
St13 onward (Figures 8A–8C). As anticipated, this was also re-
flected by a significant reduction of the total number of cells in
the NB5-6T lineage (Figure 8D). In addition, we also observed
a tendency for a reduction of NB divisions (Figure 8C). Next,
we assessed the global effect of cas-Antp co-misexpression.
Again, we observed a clear reduction in daughter cell divisions,
as well as reduction in NB divisions (Figures 8F–8H). Intriguingly,
these experiments reveal that premature expression of cas and
Antp during early stages of lineage development is sufficient
to trigger a premature typeI>0 switch and premature NB cell-
cycle exit, both in NB5-6T and globally in the thoracic VNC
(Figure 8E).
We next addressed if the premature NB exit and premature
typeI>0 switch observed in cas-Antp co-misexpression was re-
flected by ectopic Dap expression. To this end, we utilized
an earlier Gal4 driver line than pros-Gal4; wg-Gal4, which ex-
presses in all row 5 NBs starting at St9 and onward. Strikingly,
we observed that Dap expression was triggered prematurely in
row 5 NBs (Figures 8I–8K). Focusing on NB5-6T, we furthermore
observed ectopic expression of Dap in daughter cells (Figures
8L–8N).
dap Can Rescue the TypeI>0 Switch and NB Exit in cas
Mutants
The genetic and expression analysis demonstrates a particularly
tight link between cas and dap with respect to the typeI>0
switch in thoracic lineages. This prompted us to attempt a
‘‘cross-rescue,’’ i.e., to test if the switch failure in cas could
be rescued by dap reexpression. For this rescue, we utilized
the elav-Gal4 driver, because its onset of expression in NB5-
6T, at St12, matches the onset of Cas expression (Karlsson
et al., 2010). As outlined earlier, cas mutants display a strong
overproliferation phenotype, with an excess of proliferating
daughter cells and NBs (Figures 8O, 8P, and 8R–8T). In cas
mutant embryos where dap is reexpressed, we observedlopmental Cell 30, 192–208, July 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 201
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Figure 6. Hox Genes and Late Temporal Genes Control NB Cell-Cycle Exit and the TypeI>0 Proliferation Mode Switch
(A) Temporal gene and Antp expression in the NB5-6T lineage.
(B–Z) In (B), (C), (F), (G), (J), (K), (N), and (O), mitoses are shown of NB5-6T (bottom) and its daughters (top) from St13 to 24 hr AEL, in control and in Antp, cas, and
grh. Percentage shows surviving NBs at 24 hr AEL (nR 36 lineages). In (B1) through (C6), (D), (H), (L), and (P), the percentage of lineages with pH3 in NB or at least
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 7. Hox Genes and Late Temporal Genes Control E2f, CycE, and Dap Expression
(A–G) Expression of E2f, CycE, and Dap in thoracic NBs (mitotic NBs outlined), mitotic NB5-6Ts, and the lastborn daughter of NB5-6T (for Dap) at St14.
(H–J) Quantification of E2f, CycE, and Dap levels in mitotic thoracic NBs (nR 8 VNC), mitotic NB5-6Ts (nR 12 NBs), and newborn NB5-6T daughters (for Dap;
nR 8 VNC) with the mean intensity of controls normalized to 100 (for details, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Daggers in (J) mean that the intensity
value has been compensated for changes in mean cell volume.
(K) Model summarizing the results on the regulation of E2f, CycE, and Dap by Antp, grh, and cas.
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Programmed Neural Progenitor Proliferation Switchcomplete suppression of the aberrant daughter cell divisions in
the NB5-6T lineage (Figure 8U). In addition, we found reduction
of aberrant daughter cell divisions globally in the VNC (Figures
8P–8R). Both cas and dap are also necessary for precise NB
cell-cycle exit, and we noted that dap could also reduce NBone daughter cell is shown (nR 8 VNC; Student’s t test comparing number of mito
(Q) show lineage trees inferred from the results presented in (B) through (O). (R) t
segments at 1 hr intervals (nR 5 CNSs; two-way ANOVA). (S), (V), and (Y) show N
moved 100 min back, for estimation of proportion of type I divisions. (T), (W), an
proliferation mode (see Experimental Procedures).
Deveproliferation in cas mutants, both in NB5-6T (Figure 8U) and in
the thoracic VNC (Figures 8P–8R). These results indicate that
one of the key defects in cas mutants, with respect to both
the malfunctioning typeI>0 switch and NB exit, is indeed the
loss of Dap expression.tic NBs and daughters per VNC between control and mutants). (E), (I), (M), and
hrough (T) show the quantification of NB and daughter cell mitoses in thoracic
B and daughter cell mitoses from (R), (U), and (X) with daughter cell curve (blue)
d (Z) show the estimation of percentage of NBs dividing according to a type I
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Figure 8. Misexpression of Temporal and Hox Genes Result in Predictable Changes in Proliferation, and cas Can Be Cross-Rescued by dap
(A and B) Mitoses of NB5-6T (bottom) and its daughter cells (top) from St12 to St15, in pros > Antp, casmisexpression embryos (compare with control in Figure 4).
(C) Percentage of lineages with pH3 in NB or at least one daughter cell (nR 8 VNC; Student’s t test comparing number of mitotic NBs and daughters per VNC
between control and misexpression).
(D) Quantification of cells in the NB5-6T lineage (Student’s t test, n = 6 CNS).
(E) Model lineage trees inferred from the results presented in (A) through (D).
(F and G) Mitoses in T1–T3 in St13 control and pros > Antp, cas misexpression embryos.
(H) Quantification of mitoses (Student’s t test, nR 7 VNC).
(I and J) Expression of Dap in wg > GFP and wg > Antp-cas-GFP embryos at StM12.
(K) Quantification of GFP-Dpn-Dap coexpressing NBs in T1–T3.
(L–N) Expression of Dap in NB5-6T daughters in control and wg>Antp-cas embryos at StL12; quantified in (N).
(O–U) Mitoses in T1–T3 (O–Q), as well as in NB5-6T and its daughter cells (S and T) in St15 control, cas mutants, and cas, elav > dap cross-rescue embryos;
quantified in (R) through (U) (Student’s t test; n = 10 VNC; percentages show portion of lineages with pH3 in NB or at least one daughter cell).
(V) Schematic depicting the transition in proliferationmode from early stageswhere amajority of NBs divide in type Imode, to later stageswhere50%of the NBs
utilize the type 0 mode.
(W) Summary of the distinct mechanisms behind the type I and type 0 proliferation modes.
(X) Summary of the mechanisms underlying the typeI/0 switch and NB cell-cycle exit in the thorax.
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A Global Programmed Daughter Proliferation Switch
Our proliferation analysis of the developing Drosophila VNC re-
veals that most, if not all, lateral NBs initially divide in the type I
proliferation mode, generating daughters that divide once. Three
specific lineages, as well as many other NBs, subsequently
switch to generating daughters that do not divide (type
0 mode; Figure 8V). The full extent of the typeI>0 switch is
currently difficult to precisely assess for several reasons. One
such complicating issue pertains to possible developmental
changes in daughter cell-cycle length over time. On this note,
however, we find no obvious change in NB5-6T daughter divi-
sions prior to the switch (Figures 5G–5I). In addition, if the accel-
erated decline in daughter division was indeed caused by a
lengthening of the cell cycle rather than a typeI>0 switch, we
would expect to see a long ‘‘tail’’ of daughter divisions, perduring
into St16-17. This is not the case; rather, daughter proliferation
drops down to almost zero by St16-17 (Figures 1P and 1S). Simi-
larly, we find no evidence for changes in NB cell-cycle length
over time in the three specific NB lineages (Figures S1–S4).
Another complicating issue pertains to the fact that NBs differ
in their time point of delamination, number of division rounds,
and time point of switching, so that even if all NBs switched,
only a fraction of the NBs would be in their type 0 window at
the same time. However, these complications are more likely
to lead to under- rather than overappreciation of the extent of
the typeI>0 switch, and it is tempting to speculate that it may
indeed involve the vast majority of NBs.
The typeI>0 switch is triggered by the onset of Dap expression
in NBs at precise stages of lineage progression. The mammalian
Dap orthologs, p21CIP1/p27KIP1/p57Kip2, can act as inhibitors of
the CycE/Cdk2 complex (Nurse, 1997). By analogy, the mecha-
nismbehind the typeI>0switch is, presumably, that type0daugh-
ters are prevented from entering the cell cycle by the presence of
Dapat theG1/Scheckpoint. Theonset ofDapexpression already
in theNB suggests that Dap needs to be present at an early stage
in newborn daughters to block their entry into S phase (Fig-
ure 8W). These findings are also in line with the emerging role
for the Cip/KIP family and cell-cycle exit in the mammalian CNS
(Gui et al., 2007), although there has been no report of a connec-
tion to changes in daughter proliferation mode.
We find no evidence for a role of pros in the type 0 mode, and,
conversely, we find no evidence for a role of dap in the type I
mode. The distinct roles of pros and dap in control of the type I
versus 0 modes is further underscored by the expression of
E2f, CycE, and Dap. In type I daughters (GMCs), E2f and CycE
are rapidly repressed, by pros, and Dap is only weakly expressed
at a later stage, around the time point of mitosis. The short win-
dow of E2f and CycE expression is still sufficient for the GMC to
enter another cell cycle, since Dap expression is absent. As each
GMC divides, the postmitotic cells (neurons/glia) are prevented
from entering the cell cycle by the lack of E2f and CycE. In
type 0 daughters, on the other hand, E2f and CycE expression
is robust, but daughters still fail to enter the cell cycle due to
the presence of high levels of Dap. These findings point to strik-
ingly different strategies in daughter proliferation control: pros
repression of E2f/CycE in type I, and Dap overriding E2f/CycE/
Cdk2 in type 0 daughters (Figure 8W).DeveTemporal Control of the Programmed Daughter
Proliferation Switch
Changes in daughter cell proliferation could perhaps have been
envisioned tomerely result from a gradual loss of the proliferative
potential of each progenitor, as a result of its undergoing many
rapid cell cycles. If so, typeI>0 switches could have been pre-
dicted to occur somewhat stochastically toward the end stage
of each lineage, perhaps loosely linked to the last NB division.
In contrast to such simplified models, we find that the typeI>0
switch can occurmany divisions prior to NB exit and that it is pro-
grammed to occur at a precise stage during each lineage devel-
opment. In the thorax, we find that the precise timing of typeI>0
switches is controlled by the temporal gene cas and the Hox
gene Antp, which are expressed at a late stage within NBs.
Remarkably, in casmutants, most, if not all, thoracic typeI>0 lin-
eages fail to enter the type 0 mode. The primary mechanism by
which cas and Antp control the switch appears to be by acti-
vating the expression of Dap, evident by the reduction of Dap
in cas and Antpmutants; by the finding that cas-Antp co-misex-
pression triggers ectopic Dap expression; and by the finding that
cas can be cross-rescued by elav>dap (Figure 8X).
Our finding that the timing of the typeI>0 switch is scheduled
by a temporal gene cascade points to an intriguing regulatory
model where daughter cell proliferation mode switches are
executed at stereotyped positions within the lineage tree by
the activity of specific temporal genes. Since temporal genes
also control the progression of NB competence, evident by their
roles in cell fate specification, the temporal cascade can act to
simultaneously control both cell fate and cell number, thereby
ensuring that precise number of each neural cell subtype is
produced.
Control of NB Cell-Cycle Exit
After a stereotyped number of divisions, each NB subtype stops
proliferating. Here, we find that, for many NBs, this is a G1/S
decision influenced by the activities of E2f, CycE, and dap. The
nuclear localization of Pros was previously identified to be asso-
ciated with cell-cycle exit in postembryonic NBs (Maurange
et al., 2008). However, previous studies of NB5-6T (Ulvklo
et al., 2012), and the current study on NB7-3A, do not indicate
a general role for pros in NB cell-cycle exit in the embryonic
CNS. Instead, in the thorax, the expression levels of E2f, CycE,
and Dap are gradually modulated during lineage progression,
by the temporal genes cas and grh as well as Antp. Because
Cas, Grh, and Antp are progressively activated in thoracic NBs
(Baumgardt et al., 2009; Kambadur et al., 1998; Karlsson et al.,
2010), this brings into view a logical model for timely NB cell-cy-
cle exit where sequential activation of temporal and Hox genes
act combinatorially to push E2f, CycE, and/or Dap to limiting
levels after a determined number of divisions (Figure 8X).
For the majority of NBs in the thorax, cell-cycle exit is followed
by quiescence until larval stages (Maurange and Gould, 2005). In
contrast, for the majority of abdominal NBs, cell-cycle exit is fol-
lowed by apoptosis (Maurange and Gould, 2005). However, for
some NBs, such as NB7-3A, apoptosis is the functional exit
mechanism (Novotny et al., 2002). Thus, three general strategies
for lineage stop are emerging: (1) cell-cycle exit > quiescence
(most thoracic NBs), (2) cell-cycle exit > apoptosis (NB5-6T),
and (3) lineage stop by apoptosis (NB7-3A). The balance oflopmental Cell 30, 192–208, July 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 205
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the balance of apoptosis gene expression presumably is at the
core of the latter strategy.
Controlling Your Daughters: A Control ‘‘Dial’’ for CNS
Evolution
In addition to the type I and type 0 daughter proliferation modes
described here in the embryo, recent studies of Drosophila larval
CNS development have identified a third, more prolific, prolifer-
ation mode: the type II mode, identified in a small number of
larval brain NBs (Bello et al., 2008; Boone and Doe, 2008;
Bowman et al., 2008). Type II NBs divide asymmetrically, renew-
ing themselves while budding of daughters that, in turn, undergo
multiple rounds of proliferation before finally differentiating. This
allows for the generation of very large lineages (some 500 cells)
from each individual type II NB.
In mammals, themost obvious equivalent ofDrosophilaNBs is
the radial glia cell (RG), which divides asymmetrically to generate
neurons and glia (Franco and Mu¨ller, 2013). During these RG
asymmetric divisions, studies have identified several different di-
visionmodes; RGsdividing asymmetrically to budoff a neuron, to
budoff a daughter cell that divides once to generate twoneurons,
or to bud off daughter cells that themselves divide multiple times
before generating neurons (Fish et al., 2008; Kriegstein et al.,
2006; LaMonica et al., 2012). AlthoughmammalianCNSdevelop-
ment likely will involvemore complex andmore elaborate lineage
variations, there is, nevertheless, a striking similarity between
these alternate mammalian daughter proliferation modes and
the type 0, I and II modes now identified in Drosophila. Intrigu-
ingly, in line with these analogies between Drosophila and mam-
mals, recent time-lapse studies on the developing primate cortex
have revealed aglobal temporal switch in theproliferation profiles
of daughter cells (Betizeau et al., 2013). It will be interesting
to learn if such temporal proliferation changes are intrinsically
controlled and if they are stereotypically linked to changes in neu-
ral subtype specification also in mammals.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fly Stocks
lbe(K)-lacZ transgenic strains were generated by inserting fragment K (De
Graeve et al., 2004) from the lbe gene into placZ.attB vector and generating
transgenes by PhiC31 transgenic integration (BestGene).
Immunohistochemistry
Antibodies to Dap, E2f, and Nab were raised against bacterially produced pro-
teins; glutathione S-transferase (GST)-Dap, amino acids (aa) 5–245 of Dap-PA
protein, cloned into pGEX-4T-1; GST-E2f protein; aa 248-805 of E2f-PA; GST-
Nab protein, containing the Nab-PB protein fused to GST (pGEX-4T-1). A total
of 32 animals (rabbits, guinea pigs, and rats) were injected. One animal for
each protein was selected for specific response and tested for loss of specific
staining against null mutant embryos and increased staining in misexpression
embryos.
Global Quantification of Mitoses and Estimation of Type I/0
Proliferation Mode Ratios
Embryos were collected at 1 hr intervals (see graphs in Figures 1, 2, and 6 for
precise time points) and mitotic NBs and daughter cells segments A1 and
A2, and/or T2 and T3, were counted. The estimated percentage of NBdivisions
that occurs according to a type I proliferation mode was calculated according
to the logic that each type I NB division should be followed by a corresponding
daughter cell division occurring one GMC cell-cycle length later (100 min)206 Developmental Cell 30, 192–208, July 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier In(Hartenstein et al., 1987). Thus, the number of mitotic daughters at time point
t + 100 min (interpolated from the daughter mitoses graphs plotted in Figures
1P, 1S, 2T, and 6T–6V)was dividedwith the number ofmitotic NBs at timepoint
t (acquired from the corresponding NBmitoses graphs) to obtain a percentage.
Confocal Imaging and Data Acquisition
Zeiss LSM700 or ZeissMETA510 confocal microscopes were used for fluores-
cent images; confocal stacks weremerged using LSM software or Adobe Pho-
toshop. Images were postprocessed for brightness and contrast using Adobe
Photoshop. Images and graphs were compiled in Adobe Illustrator.
Statistical Analysis
In all instances, a significance level of p < 0.05 is indicated with one asterisk,
p < 0.01 is indicated with two stars, and nonsignificant is indicated with
‘‘ns.’’ Student’s t test (unpaired, two-tailed) was performed using Microsoft
Excel 2010. For the quantification of global mitoses (Figures 2T, 6R, 6U, and
6X), the statistical comparison of numbers of dividing NBs or GMCs between
the different genotypes, and the different developmental time points, was per-
formed using two-way ANOVA (Graph Pad Prism 6.02).
Fluorescence Intensity Measurements
Embryos of different genotypes and/or stages were dissected on the same
slide to ascertain identical staining conditions. The mean pixel intensity of
individual cells was measured using an Adobe Photoshop histogram tool on
single confocal layers 1 mm thick encompassing the center of the cells. NBs
were measured in mitosis (pH3+), while daughter cells were measured when
0–40 min old (i.e., before the birth of the next daughter cell). The volumes of
NBs anddaughter cellsweremeasured in all genotypes analyzed to rule out dif-
ferences in intensity due to changes inmeancell size. No significant differences
were found except for daughter cell size in Antp (larger) and cas mutants
(smaller), where themean intensitywas adjustedproportionally. Themeanpixel
intensity of populations of cells in control embryos of the same stage was used
to normalize values between slides to allow for comparisons between multiple
genotypes or stages as well as to achieve an adequate number of replicates.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.devcel.2014.06.021.
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